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A compilation of fairy tales from the Brothers Grimm includes old favorites such as

""Rumpelstiltskin,"" ""Rapunzel,"" and ""Snow White,"" and other lesser-known tales, told through

and surrounded by detailed pictures and borders based on gothic architecture."
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Philip has faithfully translated this collection of the Grimm Brothers' anthology of oral folktales. He

has chose to include twenty of the classic German tales in this beautiful edition. Hardcover, with

gilted pages, and metallic highlights in the illustrations creates a very stunning picture. Philip has

selected some of the most well known favorites, but also a few that modern times have forgotten.

The reading level is approximately third grade, though the stories look as though they would be

better understood and more entertaining if read aloud. There tends to be just one illustration per

story. While they are wonderfully done and framed with more artwork, they don't do much to tell the

plot of the story and are not always matched up with the text. Every classroom should have a

collection of Grimm's fairy tales, but this isn't the one. This book seems to have been designed

more for collectors and to sit on a shelf than to be handled by youngsters on a daily basis in a

classroom environment.Why 4 stars?:This is not a book to be read, but one to be collected and set

upon a shelf to collect dust. The illustrations are beautiful and the information provided about the

tales and the brothers is excellent. However, this book was not made for children to read their

favorite tales from.



I just love this book because it has the lovliest pictures by famed illustrator, Arthur Rackham. It is

also very large sized so you can fall into Rackham's strange world more easily. There are black and

white pictures on each page, a repeat of whimsical animals and elves etc. The print is larger than

normal which is helpful for the youngster and oldsters

This is a review of the Kindle Edition. The table of contents is not linked to the individual stories.

Since this is a collection of stories, it makes the Kindle Edition book unusable -- you would have to

click, page-by-page, to reach your desired story.
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